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It tro 1-qrtion
Within the framework of the Space-lab program, the 4elgiar * 120
Space Aeronomy Institute in noop•^ratlon with the National
Office for Aerospace Studies and Research (ONERA, France)
developed an experimental project using the technique of
ahsor.ptLon spectroscopvt the instrument chosen, in this rase
a g ratin g spectrometer, is to measure the absorption of solar
radiation by various minor constituents of the homosphere in
the infrared revion of the spectrun. between 2 and 13 jAm.
Absorption spectrometry is a fundamental method for studyinv
the constituents of the atmosphere. It has been used quite
frequenrly in observations made from the earth or from aircraft
or strato3pheric balloons. Bur these various special observation
conditions present a series of very strict limitations in time
as well as accordinP to thr hree dimensions of space.
These limitations are mainl y due to meteorolov,ical constraints
and to the limited number of observation stations. On the
other hand, covera ge in time and in space may prove to be much
g reater if the same technique is used from a space vehicle
such as Spacelab .
During its first mission, Spacelab is to remain in orbit
for seven days. Under these conditions, the covera ge of
observations in space will depend on the characteristics of
* Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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the chosen orbit, the launchin g time and
The results presented in this report onl
coverage.
nefipit.ion of the Problem
4
The geometrical aspects of the problem presented will be
treated by assumin g that the sun is a point and the earth a
sphere of radius R 1 equai to 6370 km. However, it should
he specified that in calculatin g the movement of Space'_ab,
the precession of the orbit due to the flattening , of the
earth at the poles will be taken into account.
In fact, the proposed experiment will consist of pointing
the sun close to the limb of the earth, the atmospheric region
to he observed extendin g from 20 to 100 km in altitude. Consequently,
20 and 100 are the lower and upper limits between which the
solar radiation must g raze the earth sphere hefore heinp received
b y the spectrometer. With each revolution involvinP an occultation
of Spacelab, these special observation conditions will occur
durin g, the few moments preceding or followinP occultation.
In the first place, it involves knowin g the duration of
the observations, which requires the determination of the moments
t(20) (or t'(20) and t(100) (or t'(100)) at which the levels
20 and 100 are reached by the solar radiation before occultation
(or after occultation). This boils down to a properly so-called
problem of occultation when the radius of the earth is imaginarily
increased by 20 and 100 km respectively.
The latitude and longitude coverage of the observations
is also important to know. Thus there is the problem of
calculating the geographical coordinates of the tangential
points of solar radiation with the level limitations.
The attitude of Spacelab in relation to a system of axes
linked to its center of mass, is an essential factor in the problem.
Once the attitude is determined, one must be sure, for example,
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that the empenna pe of the aircraft is not obstructing, the
path of the solar radiation durinp the periods which are
theoretically favorable for observatiun. That is why it is
also necessary to know the pointing an gles assi gned to the
system of axes adopted.
Cyi l ci.f l a t i on Yethod
Determining. Equatorial Passapes
We assume that Spacelab was launched on day J at t0 time
(universal time) from the Cape Kennedy base. Assuming that
passa ge to the ascendin g node N marks the be p inninp of each new LLI
revolutions we can a g ree upon the theory that the first_ revolution
is begun dt the moment t N 1 , a few minutes before time to.
Time tN 1 and the correspondin p west longitude
are determined in such a way that the application cf the
laws of elliptical movement ensure passage above Cape Kennedy
at time to .	 By continuing in this manner, r'ie power phase
of the launchin g, is disrega.-ded. The reservations implied
by this approximation, as tj the results obtainer:, cannot
be serious, if not less t'iart these attributable to the inevitable
inaccuracies involved in placin p a vehicle into orbit. The
parameters t NJ and	 being known, we deduce the straight
ascension of the ascendin g, nodesi by the relation
V- 1-	 (1)
wnere,^, and E desi gnate the straight ascension of the sun and
the equation of the time on day J at time t N.1 respectively.
For any revolution r, we haves
^„ = r,,, ( ►'- Iii'	 (2)
S2	 12, 4 Asti r
 — I ) .	 (4)
P desiRnares the revolution period of Spacelab (99.3 mn).
is a coefficient representing the variation in the longitude
of the ascending node during one revolution. This variation
3
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results from the rotation of the earth sphere around its axis
and from the precession movement of the orbits thus.
is Piven by the relations
where the coefficient 0.25068 is the an g le of rotation (expressed
in degrees) of the earth sphere in one minute, the period P itself
is expressed in minutes: n is the average movement, i and a
designate the inclination and the Geocentric radius of the orbit
respectively) R e is the equatorial radius of the earth sphere.
The coefficient dj1 desimates the variation in .ti during
one revolutio t its expression is given by the second term,
with the si gn chanced, of the ri ght-hand side of the formula (5).
Determining. Periods F_.vorable for Observation
The general problem to be solved is that of determining,
the times t I W and tr(z), during any revolution r, at whi-h
the "observed" solar radiation passes at the altitude level z.
Later on, we will drop the r in order to alleviate the writing.
As we have already menti.oned, this problem may be boiled down
to a problem of occultation if a fictitious earth of radius
R =R T r z(RT= 6370 km) is adopted. In a first sta g e, we agree
that durin g, one revolution, the sun and the orbital plane remained
fixed in relation to a system of non-rotatin g Peocentric axes.
(5)
Let a be the
and the space veh
of movement (Fig.
the orbit marking
ire cietermined by
in the cases of u
geocentric angle between the ascending node N
lcle S. measured from the node in the direction
1). During each revolution r, the points of
the beginning and the end of occultation
particular valises of this angle. The latter,
and u' are obtained from the relation II
Co% (U
	
!C	 (6)
h is the angle created by the radius vector Earth-Sun OA with
the line OK perpendicular to the orbital plane pointed in the
I
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Fi pure 1. Representation
of An g les r) and O,, .
0 Center of the Earth
A Sun
S Spacelab
N AscendinP Node
Y First Point of Aries or
Vernal Equinox
Due to Symmetry, angles
(u - 0co ) and (u' - Or )
helonp inv to the second and
third quadrants are related
in the followin g, ways
(u n 1	 + 60`— (u'	 Ir	 (7)
Anv,les r, and 0 0 are calculated
by applying the classical
direction of angular momentum.
0 C-lis the geocentric angle
between the ascending node N
and the ortho gonal projection
A1LA
OA of radius OA in the orbital
plane.
I
formulas of spherical trieonometryt
cos ,1	 cus i sill ') -- yin i co ,, ,in (x
	
S!(	 (8)
cus (%	 W2	 fig )
sin )J
whereOv is the declination of the sun, The parameters ACC , ^^ and
it are evaluated at time t N of passa ge to the ascendin g node from
the revolution considered.
For cos 1 ' > 0.	 ,' belonpe to the first quadrant if the
condition	 a rc rill (IV , t (; o 1--: ^	 Q._ 90	 is satisfi ed , arc sin (tR i tR
always heinR taken in the first quadrant.
For cos (I:,<0.	 belongs to the second quadrant if the condition
9(r<	 an: `m (i;: , IV 	 is verified.
The times t(z) and t'iz), previously defined, can be deduced
from the information about an gles u and u'. We have
(10)
„
The an g les u and u , expressed in degrees are calculated with the
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values of the parameters 
-^O .aG and	 at time tN . These viAlues
are maintained lurinp the revolution. However, afterwardf,
certain anPles are determined at times t(z) and t'(z) which
involve a very precise knowledpe of the positions of the sun,
the orbit, and Spacelab. In particular, the time (baseei on the
position of V ie sun) as well as the parameters determinin g these
positions must constitute a coherent system. That is why the
formulae developed above are once a r ain applied with the values
of the parameters Au, j, and 11 relating to the times t(z) and t'(z)
successively. The new values obtained for u, u', t(z) and t'(z)
are considered to be definitive. 'The distances in the first
results are meawired in tenths of a devree and tenths of a minute
(time) and need not he repeated.
9etermination of Coveraj-e of the Observations
Let T and T' be tan g ential points of the solar radiatior
with level (z) relative to time t(z) and t'(c) respectively.
In FiPurp 2, we have depicted on the unitary sphere the relative
positions of the sun (A), Spacelah (S), an d a tan gential point (T).
Let ( "Ss ' s ) and (^11 ^ 1 ) he the western latitudes and lonitudes
of points S and T. The following relations can he easily deducedi
1)	 sill	 sit)
C,i, r;", la
where n desi-rates the local solar c'epression at point S; when 23
the altitude z of the tangential point i; fixed, the solar depression
is a constant whose value is obtain by applying the formula
arc cos (13)!) =cos
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Fi gure 2. Representation of
the Relative Positions of
Spacelah (S). the Sun (A),
and the Tangential Point_ (T).
a. North, b. Orbit, c. Equator
•" i A-K	 .0 I•...
The si gns t or - are adopted
depending on whether the difference
in longitudes between the sun
and Spacelab (	 ) is less than
or greater than 180' .
'tip determination of 0, and
^l implies a previous rnowledwe
of tote latitude ^, and the longitude
These elements are given
by the relations
sin 0,- sin i .In a	 (14 )
z,	 arc sill kuty I tg - i	
(15)
II.^SIN^X 
where the second term of the right-hand side of the equation 	
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takes the lonp itudinAl movement of Spacelab into consideration.
The third and fourth terms represent the contributions due to
the rotation of the earth sphere and to the precession of the
orbit respectively. The time difference is expressed in minutes.
Knowledee of the a.eoaraphical coordinates of points T and T'
for each revolution allows the coveraee of the operations to
be Specified.
neterminarion of the Poi.ntin_v .
 Apples
Suppose there is a system of axes (S,x,y.z) located at the
center of mass S of Spacelab (FiR. 3). The axes Sx and Sz
are loca ted in the orbital plane pointed in the direction of
the speed vector v and the geocentric radius vector OS respectively.
The axis Sy is perpendicular to the orbital plane and pointed in
the direction of the angular momentum vector. The direction of
the sun in relation to this set of axes can he defined by two
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pointin g, an p less on the one hand, the bearing aWle	 G
measured in the local horizontal plane (Sx, Sy) and
measured from the axis Sx positively towards axis Sy, ana, on
the other hand, the elevation w4rle H measured from the horizontal
plane positively towards axis Sz. Suppose there is a second
system of axes (O,X,Y,Z) located at the center of the eartLi
axes OX and OY are located in the equatorial plane, axis OX
pointed towards the first point of Aries. Axis OZ is pointed
towards the North Pole.
Angles G and If
0	 rn	 n)
,
are determined while,	
2 (I3.M)'n^)
considering, the radius
^^	 Z of Spacelab's orhit in
AIx u,YQ ' Z C' )
(X,,Y,,Z,)	 S relation to the distance
Earth-Sun r _ to be
i neglip.eable, whl.lh 'Pads
us to agree that the
--	
Y	 I
-- two systems of axes have
x	
^ N the same origin it, the
oae^t transformation formulas
of the coordinates of
Figure 3. Representation of the Systems any system of axes.
	 If
of Axes (OIX,Y,Z) Which Join at the tenter
of the Earth 0 and (Stx,y,z) Which Join (110m1,nI),	 (12,m2on2)
at the Cencer of Mass S of Spacelab designate the direction
cosines of axes Sx, Sy
and Sz respectively with respect to axes OX, OY and OZ, we can
write the following relations s 	 I	 ,	 \	 + ►►1, 1'	 +	 1 1,	 /.
l..1 + oils 1., + n ; Z	 (16)
1 .1 Xr, + ►► I ,1 1>+ ► I y %;
On the other hand, we have
= r. cc» Il sin G	 (17)
8
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(18)
f stn n
1	 _ — «^, S! ,In u — sin S! Cos to Co, I
ril l	- silt S! sin 11 + Cu, S! Cos to 	 ,, 1	 (19)
?I,	 Cos If %III I
1,	 = silt S! lilt i
M, ;a -- Cos S! ,I:I 1	 (20)
1 I , = COs 1
cos S! Ctrs u— stn S! un t1 Cos
ill, = -•ut S! cos ,1 + Cos S! ,Ill if 	 1	 (21)
it, — stn t1 stn i
The combination of systems (15) throu gh (21) leads to the
followin g three formulas rivin g the anrl ps H and 1, which we have
been trying to f ind .
Sill !/ -- Cos') cos
	 (co S! Cos it — sin Q sill a Cos i)
+ cos ,) ,in x I,in S! Cos n 1~ Co, Q sill it Cos 0 . 4.
 sin ,i sin it sin 1	 (22)
^,^, I! I
	
x 6c4	 S2 sin It
	 sin Q (:k„ to Cos I) I Co,
I	 sin !! ,In to i c.,, S! Cos it co, 11 + ,In	 „ u ,m 1	 (23)
(24)
It should be pointed out that ang le H is the same as depression
T) with a different si gn, whose expression (13) is absolute
9
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althuuRh obvious l y more simple. A comparison of the results
allows onA ro evaluate the precision of the method descri bed,
and especially, the coherence of the parameters which intervene.
Lastly. when the attitude of Spac^lab is specified after some
time, as well as the position of the spectrometer on
the vane, appropriate transformations will allow the definitive
pointini , anvles H' rind p ' to be determined. this time referred
to a reference system linked to Spacelab.
Latitude Coverarei Repults
Latitude covera ge of the observations is represented in
FiPures 4 throu gh 6 with the hypothesis that the observations
occur durinP 1.15 successive revolutions, or during approximately
7 days, at three particular times of the years the vernal equinox
and the June and December solstices. The launc:,inc • time,
xpressed in universal time, another essential parameter in
this problem, is reported according to the x-axes. The observations
are referred to the altitude z of 20 km. Lastly, it should
be pointed out that covera ge of the observations made shortly
before occultation ( immersion) is marked by the broken line
curvess the continuous line curves indicate the boundaries
of the coverage of observations made shortly after occultation
(emersion). The arrows indicate the direction of latitude
variation durinp the 115 revolutions.
Figure 4 shows that during the vernal equinox, the most
extensive covera ge is ensured for the launching times close
to 0 h 30 0 3 h 30, 12 h 30 and 15 h 301 in the first two cases,
the observations cover more of the northern hemisphere (0 to 60")
than the southern hemisphere (0 to 30 C ). The reverse occurs
in the two other cases. Moreover, for launchings occurring_
at 2 h and 14 h, the same area of latitudes is scanned twices
0 to 50 " north (at 2 h) and 0 to 50 " south (at 14 h). In actual
fact, these conclusions are also valid for the September equinox.
Covera g e for a launchin g which occurred durin g, the June solstice
10
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is shown in FiPure 5. It can be noted that for the launch
times between 0 and 4 h, there is a 10 to 20 decree wap
due, in fact, to periods of nonoccultation which appear
under special launchin g conditions. Thus, for a launchings
set at 3 h 30, the phenomenon of occultation ceases
After revolution No. 81. On the other hand, for a launchin ► ,
which occurreO at 1 h 30, occultation does not occur ► ,ntil
revolution No. 72. For launchin g s set between 1 h 30 anc 2 h 30,E
the periods of nonoccultation occur within the interval of
seven days adopted as the duration for the experiment.
Although there are yaps at periods of nonoccultation, coverage
proves, nevertheless, to he g reatest for launchin p times	 i
between 0 h and 4 h. It should be pointed out that
it is also extensive for launchin g s male at 12h 30 and 15 h 30.
Lastly, the same area of latitudes is scanned twice if the
launch time is set at 2 h or 14 h. The preceding remarks
also make the examination of Figure 6 relat + ve to the December
solstice necessary. Yet we notice a shift of 12 h between the
launch times ensurinv a 	 coverave practically identical in amplitude.
Furthermore, in December, the crap in covera g e, due to periods
of nonocc ►► 1tation, is observed in the southern hemisphere.
Fivure 7 shows, for the December solstice, the latitude
variations of observations from one revolution to the next.
Four launch babes have been mentioner'o 1 h 30, 3 h 30, 12 h and
15 h. The last two brine ► about a very extensive coverage of
observations, one at the bevinning of occultation, the other
at the end of occultation. It seems that in these two cases,
the observations are not equally distribute(' over latitude.
Thus, for a launching made at 15 h, the latitude decreases from
*36° to r27 `' durinv the first twenty revolutions, while it
varies from +12 ` to - 27 between revolutions No. 40 and 60.
On the other hand, for launch times set at 1 h 30 arid 3 h 30,
the variation of latitude with time is linear. These
findincs may take on importance when launch conditions must
11
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be chosen in terms of criteria set by the planned experiment.
Conclusions
This work has demonstrated thnt ^-he conditions for ohservinp
the homosphere by the ahsorption sit-ztrometry technique
performed from a space vehicle, tiepend very closely on
the parameters settin g, the launchin g , conditions, namely
the time of year and the launch time. Since the latitude
covera g e !.s verysensitive to the launch time, it is especially
important that the requirements which one hopes to meet
within the framework of the planned experiment are well
specified at the outset.
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Fi gure 4. Latitude coverage
of observations at 20 km
altitude in terms of launch
time and for the vernal equinox.
The period of observations extends
over 115 revolutions. The
solid and broken line curves
define the covera g e boundaries
at emersion and immersion (sun)
respectively. The arrows
indicate the direction of
latitude variation.
a. March equinox, b. Emersion,
c. Immersion, d. Launch time.
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FiPure 5. L.atituep coverave
for observations at 20 km
altitude, as a function of
launch time and- for the
June solstice.
a. June solstice, 1). Emer-
sion, c. Immersion, d. Launch
time.
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Fi r,ure 6. Latitude coverap,e
for observations at 20 km
altitude, as a function of
launch time and for the
December solstice.
a. December solstice, b.Emer-
sion, c. Immersion, d. Launch
time.
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Fi pure 7. Latitude variations for observa-
tions at 20 km altitude, durin g the December
solstice and for four different launch times(1 h 30, 3 h 30, 12 anti 15 h) .
a. December solstice, b. Emersion, c. Immersion,
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